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locating 
and 

encounteringGOD
An Experimental Photography Essay

Locating and Encountering God is an attempt to integrate and reconcile 
methods of visualising and writing about God, objects, and figures across 

the disciplines of anthropology, theology, and philosophy. I attempt to 
demonstrate that the author’s position regarding the presence, absence, or role 

of God does not have to be predetermined to begin a meaningful discussion 
about the ways in which the potential of God informs the social, spatial, and 
temporal fabrics of our realities; thus informing our sense of self and location 
in space-time-matter. The attempt to grapple with this notion was made both 
in writing and in art; it is not that one accompanies the other, but that both 

attempt to realise something symbiotically.
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The images in this series are an attempt to articulate, remember, and reconstruct the religious 
encounters of my life. The act of them being compressed into one book, one sheet, and then 
one photograph parallels the act of general extrapolation then compression that is the act of 

recounting or reliving religious encounter. We extend those encounters one feels to have happened 
and strew them, unconsciously, upon our own imagined landscapes (I use the term here as 

indicative not of postulating that which is not real, but that which is not commonly observed on 
the material plane); whether this be in the forms of dreams, memories, discourse, or the political 
landscapes we construct our lives upon. What is presented here then, is the context of my being 

here now; the recounted first part of the dichotomy of this life lived as Orthodox Jewish and “apart 
from the world”, and my life now, apart from them and beside the world; estranged.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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I shall begin by discussing religious encounters between dreams, 
realities, stories, the “truth”, and the consequent landscape I 

constructed my identity upon and those objects and actors it was 
constructed among. I shall then explore the encounter between 

sexuality, gender, politics, education, and religion, the consequent 
rupture and reconfiguration of my spatiotemporal orientation. I 

shall conclude with a statement on the simultaneously syncretic and 
mutual exclusivity of the childhood of those religious encounters, 

and the continuity of my life after the perceived rupture to extend the 
meaning of religious encounter to be inclusive of the encounter of 

remnants, memories and temporalities and the ability of these latter 
encounters to bend time, if you will, back on itself; that the older 
observes and encounters the younger without contradicting itself. 

The final paragraph shall be a written response to the task of locating 
the self and god, released from the bonds of formalisation and can be 
seen effectively as the same act as the painting I produced; a form of 

reactive cognitive mind mapping.
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I knocked the spoon away and the seeds were flung to the other side of 
the table leaving little pomegranate pink splotches along the white table 

cloth… the colours bled into a purple mess 
Sam Misan (2019)
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A queer Jewish friend sent me his work remembering his life then 
and now, positioning himself somewhere between Jew and queer, 
finding a life in which they weren’t mutually exclusive, and way 
of occupying that space. In it, he recorded a memory so tangibly 
familiar; the spillages of the red wines, red grapes, pomegranate 
seeds on white challah covers, tallits and tablecloths. It is to this 
I have responded in this piece, painting on a table cloth with red 

wine, because it was the first active memory that recalled myself to 
that space, of religion and childhood, and prompted a connection 

with those encounters I once had. The act of memory and response 
or recreation itself functioned as an encounter, for it transgressed 
a space and time from adult to child, a time in which this person 
perceived themselves further or closer to God. In the mere act of 
saying this I thus admit, that on the landscapes and dreamscapes 
of identity I construct myself today, there still exists somewhat in 
the centre, a pole of “god” representing all that I wholly knew and 
believed to be true, and remaining there independent of my belief 
now. That it is not God that left me, but I that left God creates in 

my imaginary, a scape where although I am not orienting God, they 
stand somewhere lone like an object on a barren horizon; an Yves 

Tanguy painting.
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These encounters thus begin with the phenomena that theologian Judith Wolfe 
described as the religious having to work to make god present, perpendicular 
to the assumed immediacy of a god figure or object, is the matter of practice. 

Thus I have painted on the tablecloth a record of the practice that we used 
to make god present in our lives and those objects, discourses and people 

used to do so. The menorah, the kippahs, the stories, the illustrations of my 
grandmother, the presence of the guests, the landscapes they framed the stories 
in, the mountains, the blessings, the demons, the tongues, eyes, and the horses 
of the four corners of the world heralding the end of time. It was somewhere 
on this landscape that God was conjured and remained stable, present and 

active and this was because, again in the words of Wolfe, at the moment of that 
encounter, those objects seemed load bearing, that they could bear interpretive 
investment. She says of this act, imagining theologically, that it is not building 
towers, but boats, and we trust the sea. It is thus according to these construals 

that I oriented myself, echoing Sara Ahmed’s sentiments, that “reachability 
is an effect of the habitual”, that what is reachable depends on what bodies 

register as objects that extend them, I extended myself through these objects 
and stories and imagined that god was thus reachable. Simultaneously 

extending myself in this spiritual realm made myself reachable to demons, 
and of those same stories told, I perceived them as active social agents in my 
life, threatening to derail me, to cut my life short, to possess me, or to move 

me from my orientation of God. They were woven into the cosmological 
fabric of my life, and wielded physical and spiritual power. This metaphysical 

reachability also extended my spatiotemporality, it was, as Pascal describes, an 
infinite sphere of which its circumference was nowhere. It was between these 
poles of time, between the creation of the world, and the end of time with the 

antichrist, succeeded by an infinite existence that I situated my existence.
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Yet there came a non-aligning of what I became and what I 
had become from or through that steadily changed landscape 

I constructed myself within. Wolfe argues that the work of the 
imagination is so immediate that it counts as seeing that we cannot 

separate finding from making, construing from interpreting and 
that crisis comes from the inability to distinguish fabrication 
from reality; or the panic that there is no distinction. I would 

argue however, that crisis comes the moment before, where the 
work of the imagination is not immediate, where we glimpse 

the efforts of the mind to construe the encounter, the grey space 
where alternative realities are flashing before us in a purgatory. 
I got stuck there somehow. I found instead, quite quickly, a lack 
of ability to know the truth of the religious stories and objects 
of my childhood, and that of my adolescence and of the world. 
Contrary to the teaching that I was not of the world, I found, in 

the words of Arendt, that the world “lies between people”. I found 
in this instance, the limitations of semiotic ideology (Keane) a 
disagreement with the elders of my congregation of what signs 

could and can’t do, what they stood for. In this I lost my temporal 
orientation, orbiting once an eternity, now a definite end. I found 
there, a strange but lonely relief in the sudden slackening of those 

infinite temporal bounds that once suspended my mortal self.
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I find here a regrettable affinity with the image Hoffman creates, the 
dislocation of the centre of her world and orientation, flung from the orbit of 
one’s own oscillation. These objects and their realities however exist potently 
for me, their experiences suspended in the books in which I recorded them 
and I find their landscape running concurrently to my own, as if an eternity 
stretches on the two dimensional horizon as I orbit alternatively, an ending. 

They somehow, independent of my imagining, do the work of their own 
imaginations and continue to stretch out their realities as if they conduct their 

own chronotopes (Bakhtin). Further they occupy spaces on my landscape, 
they retain a metaphysical proximity to my theological imagination despite 

their inability to bear, for me, their own metaphysical connotations. They can 
only exist then as reflections, or self-curious objects. Yet I acknowledge this 
may be because the fabric of the cosmological and ontological cloth from 

which I was cut used such language as “those that go astray”, “I shall spit you 
out of my mouth”, “the chaff that the wind drives away”—it establishes first the 
existence of the maypole of god, latterly, the temporary and fleeting existence 
of humankind. It is such a sentiment that the line “god is with me, but he is 
certainly not with the dead” in Tomasi’s work, The Leopard evoked. Thus, 
I come to the acknowledgement that these seemingly contradictory lives I 

have lived are not mutually exclusive, indeed those objects painted, pictured, 
and recorded continue alongside me in life, being unanimated externally by 
discourse, but contingently existing upon those foundational truths told to 
me in childhood. This never-ending conversation which encounters itself 

and its contradictions without nullifying them constitutes the most profound 
religious encounter of my life thus far.
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Shit tonne of bricks were it to fall down.
To be in the world is to be with sin. Porn came earlier for those removed from a 
sexual existence. Not of this world. Language of the congregation. As a child you 

are not aware of a dead space. You imagine things are happening everywhere if they 
are happening around you, life as is, life as busy, and familial and full up to the top 

of people. Sin is a funny word to be using concerning a child don’t you think? What 
is anger doing here? Sex is a funny thing to be obsessing over with a child, don’t 

you imagine? Speak in tongues, just happens, my mother could do it and she would 
never show emotion out of those walls. Something that sounded like “goose” would 
begin every other assemblage of words. Stand about wondering when they would 

start speaking normal again and to one another, you can see in their eyes they love 
their family again. How do you know that it is God inside of you and not the devil? 

Oh, you know Leah. How do you know you are meant to be at the front? When 
you feel it, you feel it, and if you don’t go, that is the worst sin of all. Leah do you 

understand it is wrong? Licked the tongue of a rabbi’s daughter, curiosity and cats 
leads me all the way out of it. Too clever for your own good Leah, what’s the point 
of it if you lose god? Have you come to ask me where he went? God doesn’t have to 
answer questions. I don’t have to explain myself to you Leah for I am on the side of 
god. So? So I know it is wrong. We are not of the world, we do not conform to sin. 
The filth. The fire. We can feel the spirit here among us today can’t we? As Daddy 

Pete said, there—the father. Leah, you are anointed in worship. What is anointing? 
That god is with you. Then he can see it all in my head that I am not with him at 

all and is he mad at me for it? Our estrangement. At the front again, at some point 
the floor removed there is water, at another point under it. They’re singing and I 
am walking down the aisle in white, I am fourteen. Story spinners the lot. Smile 
that could convince you fathers were ten a penny, straighten it right out for you 

it will. There are right stories to spin and others that mean jack. So Jack isn’t very 
welcome and about ten of them come and go across the decade working their way 
up to claiming to be the messiah on earth again and they get removed and reused 

as examples. One with God, one with the congregation, well then, they know. God, 
they know. One bride. One family. One kingdom. Made in the likeness. Which 

means they can tell, so mother is telling me were another Hitler to come, and he 
will, (Ah, the antichrist!) yes, they would be able to tell. Sometimes you have to die 
for your faith. Are we going to sing together Leah? They know he is not with me, 
because he is with them. The ungodly are like the chaff that the wind drives away.
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